WILLIAM ACKERMAN - IMAGINARY ROADS
---------------------------------- A WINDHAM HILL RETROSPECTIVE
CANNONBALL ADDERLEY - SOMETHIN' ELSE
-------------------------------------- GREATEST HITS
MOSE ALLISON - ALLISON WONDERLAND (2 CDS)
----------------------------- GIMCRACKS AND GEEGAWS
ALLMAN BROS. - BEGINNINGS
------------------------ EAT A PEACH
DAVE ALVIN - ROMEO’S ESCAPE
TUCK ANDRESS - RECKLESS PRECISION
THE ANIMALS - BEST OF THE ANIMALS
----------------------------- BEFORE WE WERE SO RUDELY INTERRUPTED
----------------------------- ARK
JOAN ARMATRADING - TO THE LIMIT
--------------------------- SHOW SOME EMOTION
------------------------ WALK UNDER LADDERS
----------------------------- CLASSICS
LOUIS ARMSTRONG - JEEPERS CREEPERS
DAN BAIRD - LOVE SONGS FOR THE HEARING IMPAIRED
CHET BAKER - THE BEST OF CHET BAKER SINGS
----------------------------- CHET
GINGER BAKER TRIO - FALLING OFF THE ROOF
THE BAND - MUSIC FROM BIG PINK
------------------------ TO KINGDOM COME (2 CDS)
COUNT BASIE - AND HIS ORCHESTRA with JIMMY RUSHING
----------------------------- THE COMPLETE ATOMIC BASIE
------------------------ MEETS OSCAR PETERSON
BEATLES - BEATLES FOR SALE
--------------------- REVOLVER
--------------------- RUBBER SOUL
--------------------- SGT. PEPPER'S LONELY HEARTS CLUB BAND
--------------------- MAGICAL MYSTERY TOUR
--------------------- THE WHITE ALBUM (2 CDS)
--------------------- ABBEY ROAD
--------------------- LET IT BE
--------------------- PAST MASTERS VOL.2
--------------------- BEYOND COMPARE (RARITIES) (BOOTLEG)
JEFF BECK - BLOW BY BLOW
------------------------ WIRED
------------------------ THERE AND BACK
------------------------ GUITAR SHOP
BECK, PAGE, CLAPTON & MAYALL - WHITE BOY BLUES
GEORGE BENSON - BREEZIN’
BIG BROTHER & THE HOLDING COMPANY - CHEAP THRILLS
BINGO - H'OM
--------------------- AD ASTRA PER ASPERA
ART BLAKEY & THE JAZZ MESSENGERS - HISTORY OF (3 CDS)
THE BLASTERS - COLLECTION
BLIND FAITH - BLIND FAITH (MFSL)
BLIND FAITH - EXPANDED EDITION (2 CDS)
THE BLUE NILE - A WALK ACROSS THE ROOFTOPS
------------------------ HATS
------------------------ PEACE AT LAST
DOCK BOGGS - HIS FOLKWAY YEARS (1963-1968)
JAMES BROWN - LIVE AT THE APOLLO (1962)
---------------------- SHOWTIME: THE DEFINITIVE COLLECTION (4 CDS)
DAVE BRUBECK QUARTET - TAKE FIVE
---------------------- BRUBECK & RUSHING
---------------------- BRANDENBURG GATE REVISITED
---------------------- CONCORD ON A SUMMER NIGHT
ROY BUCHANON - WHEN A GUITAR SINGS THE BLUES
---------------------- ANTHOLOGY (2 CDS)
BUCKWHEAT ZYDECO - MENAGERIE
SOLOMON BURKE - LIVE AT THE HOUSE OF BLUES
BURNS AND SIDE BURNS - 40 LBS. OF SPAYED & NEUTERED CAT FLESH
R.L. BURNSIDE - TOO BAD JIM
---------------------- COME ON IN
KENNY BURRELL & LAMONT JOHNSON - COLLABORATION
KATE BUSH - HOUNDS OF LOVE
---------------------- THE WHOLE STORY
THE BYRDS - 20 ESSENTIAL TRACKS
J.J. CALE - 5
---------------------- ANYWAY THE WIND BLOWS (2 CDS)
CANNED HEAT - UNCANNED - THE BEST OF (2 CDS)
CANNED HEAT & JOHN LEE HOOKER - BEST OF HOOKER 'N HEAT
JAMES CARR - THE ESSENTIAL JAMES CARR
JOHNNY CASH - AMERICAN RECORDINGS
---------------------- AMERICAN III
PHILIP CATHERINE - SLEEP MY LOVE
RAY CHARLES - HIS GREATEST HITS VOL.1
---------------------- HIS GREATEST HITS VOL.2
---------------------- THE VERY BEST OF
---------------------- BLUES + JAZZ (2 CDS)
---------------------- AND BETTY CARTER/DEDICATED TO YOU
---------------------- BLUES IN A SENTIMENTAL KEY
STANLEY CLARKE - SCHOOL DAYS
NAT 'KING' COLE TRIO - COMPLETE AFTER MIDNIGHT SESSIONS
ALBERT COLLINS, ROBERT CRAY & JOHNNY COPeland - SHOWDOWN!
JOHN COLTRANE - GIANT STEPS (MFSL)
---------------------- MY FAVORITE THINGS
---------------------- PLAYS THE BLUES
---------------------- JOHN COLTRANE AND JOHNNY HARTMAN
---------------------- BLUE TRAIN
---------------------- THE ART OF
---------------------- SPIRITUAL
COMMANDER CODY & HIS LOST PLANET AIRMEN - HOT LICKS, COLD STEEL
& TRUCKERS FAVORITES
---------------------- WE GOT A LIVE ONE HERE!
---------------------- ACES HIGH
---------------------- TOO MUCH FUN
LYNN CONOVER - STRANGE BIRD
---------------------- BELLE OF THE BALL
RY COODER - INTO THE PURPLE VALLEY
---------------------- BOOMER'S STORY
---------------------- PARADISE AND LUNCH
---------------------- BOP TILL YOU DROP
---------------------- CHICKEN SKIN MUSIC
---------------------- THE SLIDE AREA
---------------------- CROSSROADS SOUNDTRACK
---------------------- MUSIC FROM FILMS BY RY COODER (2 CDS)
RY COODER & U.M. BHATT - A MEETING BY THE RIVER
CHICK COREA AKOUSTIC BAND - CHICK COREA AKOUSTIC BAND
CREAM - THE BEST OF
DAVID CROSBY - IF I COULD ONLY REMEMBER MY NAME
CROSBY, STILLS & NASH - CROSBY, STILLS & NASH
CROSBY, STILLS, NASH & YOUNG - DÉJÀ VU
MILES DAVIS - & THE MODERN JAZZ GIANTS - BAG'S GROOVE (20-BIT)
------------- COOKIN' WITH THE MILES DAVIS QUINTET
------------- BALLAD ARTISTRY OF MILES DAVIS
------------- ROUND ABOUT MIDNIGHT
------------- AUTUMN LEAVES
------------- KIND OF BLUE (SONY ULTRABIT)
------------- SKETCHES OF SPAIN
------------- HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE PLUGGED NICKEL
------------- E.S.P.
------------- MILES SMILES
------------- IN A SILENT WAY
------------- COMPLETE BITCHES BREW SESSIONS (4 CDS)
------------- A TRIBUTE TO JACK JOHNSON
DELANEY & BONNIE - & FRIENDS ON TOUR w/ ERIC CLAPTON
DEREK & THE DOMINOES - THE LAYLA SESSIONS (3 CDS)
PAUL DESMOND - BEST OF THE COMPLETE RCA RECORDINGS
WILLIE DIXON - I AM THE BLUES
DONOVAN - TROUBADOUR - DEFINITIVE COLLECTION 1964-1976 (2 CDS)
THE DOORS - GREATEST HITS VOL.1
------------- MORRISON HOTEL
------------- L.A. WOMAN
DR. JOHN - THE ULTIMATE DR. JOHN
GEORGE DUKE - 3 ORIGINALS (I LOVE THE BLUES, SHE HEARD MY CRY/THE AURA WILL PREVAIL/LIBERATED FANTASIES) (2 CDS)
------------- AFTER HOURS
BOB DYLAN - THE FREEWHEELIN' BOB DYLAN
------------- HIGHWAY 61 REVISITED
------------- BOB DYLAN'S GREATEST HITS, v.1
------------- JOHN WESLEY HARDING
------------- NASHVILLE SKYLINE
------------- NASHVILLE 1969 (BOOTLEG w/JOHNNY CASH, CARL PERKINS)
------------- NEW MORNING
------------- BLOOD ON THE TRACKS
------------- DESIRE
------------- SLOW TRAIN COMING
------------- INFIDELS
------------- OH MERCY
------------- RING THEM BELLS - the "OH MERCY" outtakes (BOOTLEG)
------------- THE BOOTLEG SERIES - v.1-3 (3 CDS)
------------- THE BOOTLEG SERIES - v.4 - LIVE 1966 (2 CDS)
------------- TIME OUT OF MIND
------------- LOVE AND THEFT
DAVE EDMUNDS - D.E. 7th
DUKE ELLINGTON - AT NEWPORT (2 CDS) (20-BIT)
------------- SIR DUKE
DUKE ELLINGTON & COUNT BASIE - THE COUNT MEETS THE DUKE
JOE ELY - THE BEST OF JOE ELY
BRIAN ENO - APOLLO: ATMOSPHERES & SOUNDTRACKS
ESSENCE ALL-STARS - JACKIES BLUES BAG - A TRIBUTE TO JACKIE McLEAN
BILL EVANS TRIO - EVERYBODY DIGS BILL EVANS
----------------- PORTRAIT IN JAZZ
----------------- EXPLORATION
----------------- SUNDAY AT THE VILLAGE VANGUARD
----------------- WALTZ FOR DEBBY
BILL EVANS / JIM HALL - UNDERCURRENT
TERRY EVANS - PUTTIN' IT DOWN
CESARIA EVORA - THE BEST OF
DONALD FAGEN - THE NIGHTFLY
------------- KAMAKIRIAD
MARIANNE FAITHFULL - A PERFECT STRANGER - THE ISLAND ANTHOLOGY (2 CDS)
CHARLES FAMBROUGH - THE PERSUADER
BRYAN FERRY - BOYS & GIRLS
------------- BETE NOIR
------------- MAMOUNA
ELLA FITZGERALD & LOUIS ARMSTRONG - BEST OF
FLIM & THE BBs - THE FURTHER ADVENTURES OF
------------- NEW PANTS
ARETHA FRANKLIN - GREATEST HITS
FREAK MOUNTAIN RAMBLERS - FREAK MOUNTAIN RAMBLERS
------------- LOOKS PERFECTLY LEGAL TO ME
BILL FRISELL - QUARTET
------------- GONE, JUST LIKE A TRAIN
------------- GOOD DOG, HAPPY MAN
------------- GHOST TOWN
------------- BLUE DREAM
------------- THE WILLIES
PETER GABRIEL - SHAKE THE TREE (16 GOLDEN GREATS)
RORY GALLAGHER - STAGESTRUCK
------------- LIVE IN EUROPE
------------- DEFENDER
------------- FRESH EVIDENCE
------------- A BLUE DAY FOR THE BLUES
------------- THE BBC SESSIONS (2 CDS)
JERRY GARCIA - GARCIA
JERRY GARCIA ACOUSTIC BAND - ALMOST ACOUSTIC
JERRY GARCIA BAND - CATS DOWN UNDER THE STARS
JERRY GARCIA & DAVID GRISMAN - SHADY GROVE
------------- SO WHAT
GENTLE GIANT - THREE FRIENDS
------------- OCTOPUS
------------- FREE HAND
------------- THE POWER AND THE GLORY
------------- PLAYING THE FOOL
DEXTER GORDON - BALLADS
GRATEFUL DEAD - ANTHEM OF THE SUN
------------- LIVE/DEAD
------------- AMERICAN BEAUTY
------------- WORKINGMAN'S DEAD
------------- EUROPE '72 (2 CDS)
------------- FROM THE MARS HOTEL (MFSL)
------------- WAKE OF THE FLOOD
------------- BLUES FOR ALLAH
------------- TERRAPIN STATION
------------- DEAD SET
------------- DEAD RECKONING
------------- GO TO HEAVEN
CHARLIE HADEN QUARTET WEST - HAUNTED HEART
--------------------------------------------- ALWAYS SAY GOODBYE
CHARLIE HADEN/HANK JONES - STEAL AWAY
CHARLIE HADEN/PAT METHENY - BEYOND THE MISSOURI SKY
COL. BRUCE HAMPTON & THE AQUARIUM RESCUE UNIT
HERBIE HANCOCK - HEADHUNTERS
------------------------------ THRUSt
------------------------------ GERSHWIN'S WORLD
BEN HARPER - WELCOME TO THE CRUEL WORLD
JOHN HARTFORD - AERO-PLAIN
COLEMAN HAWKINS - COLEMAN HAWKINS ENCOUNTERS BEN WEBSTER
----------------------------- THE GENIUS OF
MICHAEL HEDGES - AERIAL BOUNDARIES
----------------------- LIVE ON THE DOUBLE PLANET
---------------------- ORACLE
JOE HENDERSON - LUSH LIFE
JIMI HENDRIX - ARE YOU EXPERIENCED?
--------------- ELECTRIC LADYLAND
--------------- KISS THE SKY
--------------- THE CONCERTS
--------------- BLUES
--------------- BBC SESSIONS (2 CDS)
JOHN HIATT - BRING THE FAMILY
------------- SLOW TURNING
------------- STOLEN MOMENTS
------------- PERFECTLY GOOD GUITAR
------------- THE TIKI BAR IS OPEN
TOOTS HIBBERT - TOOTS IN MEMPHIS
DAN HICKS AND HIS HOT LICKS - LAST TRAIN TO HICKSVILLE
----------------------------- THE MOST OF
DAVE HOLE - SLOW FUSE BLUES
BILLIE HOLIDAY - THE FINEST
JOHN LEE HOOKER - SERVE YOU RIGHT TO SUFFER
--------------- THAT'S WHERE IT'S AT!
--------------- ENDLESS BOOGIE
--------------- THE HEALER
--------------- THE ULTIMATE COLLECTION (2 CDS)
HOT TUNA - HOT TUNA
-------- BURGERS
-------- PAIR A DICE FOUND
SON HOUSE - FATHER OF THE DELTA BLUES (2 CDS)
INXS - KICK (EURO EP VERSION)
------- X
CHRIS ISAAK - HEART SHAPED WORLD
J. GEILS BAND - THE MORNING AFTER
------------- FULL HOUSE
JOE JACKSON - JUMPIN' JIVE
------------- BODY AND SOUL
JAMES GANG - 15 GREATEST HITS
ETTA JAMES - HER BEST
JEFFERSON AIRPLANE - 2400 FULTON STREET (2 CDS)
GARLAND JEFFREYS - DON'T CALL ME BUCKWHEAT
---------------- MATADOR AND MORE...
QUINCY JONES - QUINCY JONES
LA MONT JOHNSON - BURNED BY THE PASSION
------------- 242 E. 3rd
ROBERT JOHNSON – THE COMPLETE  (2 CDS)
---------------- CROSSROAD BLUES
JANIS JOPLIN – 18 ESSENTIAL SONGS
JORMA KAUKNEN – QUAH
---------------- TOO HOT TO HANDLE
KING CRIMSON – LARKS TONGUES IN ASPIC
---------------- THRAK
KING CURTIS – THE NEW SCENE OF
B.B. KING – INDIANOLA MISSISSIPPI SEEDS
BOBBOY KING AND TERRY EVANS – LIVE AND LET LIVE!
----------------------- RHYTHM, BLUES, SOUL & GROOVES
FREDDIE KING – TEXAS CANNONBALL
LEO KOTKE – THE ESSENTIAL LEO KOTKE
----------- REGARDS FROM CHUCK PINK
----------- ONE GUITAR/NO VOCALS
LENNY KRAVITZ – MAMA SAID
KRONOS QUARTET – MUSIC OF BILL EVANS
SONNY LANDRETH – BLUES ATTACK
LED ZEPPELIN – ONE
----------- TWO
----------- THREE
----------- SPECIAL BOXED SET  (4 CDS)
JOHN LENNON – ROCK AND ROLL
LIGHTNIN' HOPKINS – THE COMPLETE ALADDIN SESSIONS  (2 CDS)
LITTLE FEAT – FEATS DON’T FAIL ME NOW
----------- THE LAST RECORD ALBUM
----------- WAITING FOR COLUMBUS
----------- HOY HOY
----------- LET IT ROLL
----------- AIN'T HAD ENOUGH FUN
LITTLE RICHARD – THE COMPLETE SPECIALTY SESSIONS (6 CDS)
LITTLE VILLAGE – LITTLE VILLAGE
YO-YO MA – THE CELLO SUITES – INSPIRED BY BACH (2 CDS)
----------- APPALACHIAN JOURNEY
BOB MARLEY & THE WAILERS – EXODUS
PAT MARTINO – HEAD & HEART (formerly CONSCIOUSNESS/LIVE!) (2 CDS)
----------- FIRST LIGHT (formerly JOYOUS LAKE/STARSHINE)
----------- THE RETURN
----------- ALL SIDES NOW
JOHN MAYALL – THE BLUES ALONE
----------- ARCHIVES TO EIGHTIES
----------- THE TURNING POINT
----------- SILVER TONES
CHRISTIAN McBRIDE – GETTIN TO IT
----------- NUMBER TWO EXPRESS
----------- FAMILY AFFAIR
BROWNIE McGHEE – THE COMPLETE BROWNIE McGHEE (2 CDS)
LOREENA McKENNITT – THE BOOK OF SECRETS
JOHN McLAUGHLIN – MY GOALS BEYOND
----------- ELECTRIC GUITARIST
----------- TRIO LIVE AT THE ROYAL FESTIVAL HALL
----------- TRIO – QUE ALEGRIA
----------- FREE SPIRITS – TOKYO LIVE
----------- AFTER THE RAIN
----------- PLAYS BILL EVANS – TIME REMEMBERED
----------- THE PROMISE
PAT METHENY – PAT METHENY GROUP
PAT METHENY & JIM HALL - JIM HALL & PAT METHENY
STEVE MILLER BAND - NUMBER 5
------------------- ANTHOLOGY
CHARLES MINGUS - BLUES & ROOTS
----------------- MINGUS AH UM
----------------- NEW TIJUANA MOODS
----------------- LET MY CHILDREN HEAR MUSIC
----------------- BLACK SAINT & THE SINNER LADY
----------------- PRE-BIRD
----------------- FOLK FORMS
----------------- MOVES
----------------- CHANGES ONE
----------------- MINGUS DYNASTY
MISSISSIPPI JOHN HURT - THE BEST OF (LIVE)
----------------------------------- LAST SESSIONS
MISSISSIPPI FRED McDOWELL - STEAKBONE SLIDE GUITAR
JONI MITCHELL - BLUE
----------------- THE HISSING OF SUMMER LAWNS
----------------- HEJIRA
----------------- DON JUAN'S RECKLESS DAUGHTER
----------------- MINGUS
----------------- DOG EAT DOG
----------------- NIGHT RIDE HOME
KEB' MO' - KEB' MO
MODERN JAZZ QUARTET - LONGING FOR THE CONTINENT
--------------------------------- MJQ LIVE AT THE LIGHTHOUSE
MOE. - TIN CANS AND CAR TIRES
THELONIOUS MONK - COMPLETE BLUE NOTE RECORDINGS (4 CDS)
----------------- THE THELONIOUS MONK MEMORIAL ALBUM
----------------- MONK ALONE - COMPLETE COLUMBIA SOLO STUDIO RECORDINGS (2 CDS)
----------------- LIVE AT THE IT CLUB - COMPLETE (2 CDS)
WES MONTGOMERY - INcredible JAZZ GUITAR OF
----------------- TALKIN' VERVE : ROOTS OF ACID JAZZ
MONTREUX - SIGN LANGUAGE
----------------- LET THEM SAY
LEE MORGAN - BEST OF (BLUE NOTE)
VAN MORRISON - ASTRAL WEEKS
----------------- MOON DANCE
----------------- TUPELO HONEY
----------------- IT'S TOO LATE TO STOP NOW! (2 CDS)
----------------- VEEDON FLEECE
----------------- COMMON ONE
----------------- BEAUTIFUL VISION
----------------- INARTICULATE SPEECH OF THE HEART
----------------- LIVE AT THE GRAND OPERA HOUSE BELFAST
----------------- NO GURU, NO METHOD, NO TEACHER
----------------- AVALON SUNSET
----------------- THE BEST OF (VOL.1)
----------------- TOO LONG IN EXILE
----------------- A NIGHT IN SAN FRANCISCO (2 CDS)
----------------- TELL ME SOMETHING - THE SONGS OF MOSE ALLISON
----------------- THE PHILOSOPHER'S STONE (2 CDS)
----------------- BACK ON TOP
MOUNTAIN - NANTUCKET SLEIGHRIDE
OLIVER NELSON – BLUES AND THE ABSTRACT TRUTH
NEVILLE BROS. – YELLOW MOON
RANDY NEWMAN – SAIL AWAY
------------------ LAND OF DREAMS
NEW RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE – NEW RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE
THE NIGHTHAWKS – JACKS AND KINGS VOLS. 1-2
------------------ TROUBLE
NILSSON – NILSSON SCHMILSSON
NITTY GRITTY DIRT BAND – WILL THE CIRCLE BE UNBROKEN (2 CDS)
NRBQ – AT YANKEE STADIUM
------- WILD WEEKEND
ROBERT PALMER – THE VERY BEST OF ROBERT PALMER
JACO PASTORIUS – JACO PASTORIUS
OSCAR PETERSON – PLAYS BASIE
------------------ TRIO (PABLO LABEL)
------------------ TRIO + ONE (CLARK TERRY)
TOM PETTY – FULL MOON FEVER
TOM PETTY & THE HEARTBREAKERS – ECHO
ROD PIAZZA & THE MIGHTY FLYERS – LIVE AT B.B. KING’S BLUES CLUB
PINK FLOYD – DARK SIDE OF THE MOON
------------------ WISH YOU WERE HERE
THE POLICE – ZENYATTA MONDATTA
------------------ GHOST IN THE MACHINE
------------------ EVERY BREATH YOU TAKE (THE SINGLES)
------------------ MESSAGE IN A BOX (4 CDS)
TOPPER PRICE & THE UPSETTERS – LONG WAY FROM HOME
----------------------------- NATURE
JOHN PRINE – PRIME PRINE – THE BEST OF
------- THE MISSING YEARS
FLORA PURIM – OPEN YOUR EYES YOU CAN FLY
------------------ PERPETUAL EMOTION
QUICKSILVER MESSENGER SERVICE – SHADY GROVE
BONNIE RAITT – GREEN LIGHT
------------------ NINE LIVES
------------------ NICK OF TIME
------------------ THE COLLECTION
------------------ LUCK OF THE DRAW
WILLIS ALAN RAMSEY – WILLIS ALAN RAMSEY
THE RASCALS – THE ULTIMATE RASCALS
LEON REDBONE – ON THE TRACK
------------------ DOUBLE TIME
------------------ FROM BRANCH TO BRANCH
------------------ SUGAR
------------------ LIVE!
RED DEVILS – KING KING
OTIS REDDING – PAIN IN MY HEART
------------------ KING & QUEEN (w/CARLA THOMAS)
------------------ THE DOCK OF THE BAY
------------------ THE OTIS REDDING STORY (3 CDS)
------------------ REMEMBER ME (27 PREVIOUSLY UNRELEASED)
JOSHUA REDMAN QUARTET – MOODSWING
----------------------------- FREEDOM IN THE GROOVE
JIMMY REED – THE BEST OF
RETURN TO FOREVER – ROMANTIC WARRIOR
----------------------------- RETURN TO THE 7TH GALAXY (2 CDS)
MARCUS ROBERTS - DEEP IN THE SHED
 предостовить AS SERENITY APPROACHES
 предостовить IF I COULD BE WITH YOU
 предостовить BLUES FOR THE NEW MILLENIUM
 ROBBIE ROBERTSON - ROBBIE ROBERTSON
 ROBBIE ROBERTSON & THE RED ROAD ENSEMBLE - MUSIC FOR THE NATIVE AMERICANS
 JIMMY ROGERS - COMPLETE CHESS RECORDINGS (2 CDS)
 THE JIMMY ROGERS ALL-STARS BLUES BAND - BLUES BLUES BLUES
 THE ROLLING STONES - BIG HITS (GREEN GRASS & HIGH TIDES)
 предостовить THEIR SATANIC MAJESTIES REQUEST
 предостовить BEGGARS BANQUET
 предостовить LET IT BLEED
 предостовить STICKY FINGERS
 предостовить EXILE ON MAIN STREET
 предостовить GOATS HEAD SOUP
 предостовить IT'S ONLY ROCK AND ROLL
 предостовить SOME GIRLS
 предостовить EMOTIONAL RESCUE
 предостовить TATTOO YOU
 предостовить STEEL WHEELS
 SONNY ROLLINS - SAXOPHONE COLOSSUS
 предостовить VOLUME ONE (BLUE NOTE)
 предостовить WAY OUT WEST
 ROXY MUSIC - MANIFESTO
 предостовить AVALON
 предостовить FLESH AND BLOOD
 предостовить HEART STILL BEATING
 предостовить STREET LIFE
 RUFUS - THE VERY BEST OF
 TODD RUNDGREN - WIZARD/A TRUE STAR
 предостовить ANTHOLOGY 1968-85 (2 CDS)
 JIMMY RUSHING - THE ESSENTIAL JIMMY RUSHING
 LEON RUSSELL - DELTA LADY
 предостовить STOP ALL THAT JAZZ
 предостовить ANYTHING CAN HAPPEN
 предостовить FACE IN THE CROWD
 SAM & DAVE - THE VERY BEST OF
 SANTANA - THE BEST OF (2 CDS)
 предостовить DANCE OF THE RAINBOW SERPENT (3 CDS)
 MERL SAUNDERS - BLUES FROM THE RAIN FOREST
 BOZ SCAGGS - COME ON HOME
 JOHN SCOFIELD - TIME ON MY HANDS
 предостовить SLO SCO: BEST OF THE BALLADS
 JOHN SEBASTIAN & THE J BAND - I WANT MY ROOTS
 ANDRES SEGOVIA - A CENTENARY CELEBRATION (4 CDS)
 THE SENSATIONAL ALEX HARVEY BAND - THE BEST OF
 JOHNNY SHINES - TOO WET TO PLOW
 WAYNE SHORTER - SPEAK NO EVIL
 HORACE SILVER QUINTET - SONG FOR MY FATHER
 PAUL SIMON - GRACELAND
 SLY & THE FAMILY STONE - GREATEST HITS
 BESSIE SMITH - BEALE STREET MAMA
 предостовить THE COLLECTION
JIMMY SMITH - BEST OF JIMMY SMITH (THE BLUE NOTE YEARS)
------------- PRIME TIME
------------- JAZZ 'ROUND MIDNIGHT
------------- DAMN!
SOFT MACHINE - BUNDLES
JOHN DAVID SOUTHER - BLACK ROSE
SPIRIT - TWELVE DREAMS OF DR. SARDONICUS
--------- TIME CIRCLE (1968-72)   (2 CDS)
RALPH STANLEY & THE CLINCH MOUNTAIN BOYS - MAN OF CONSTANT SORROW
STATLER BROS – COMPLETE LESTER “ROADHOG” MORAN & HIS CADILLAC COWBOYS
STEELY DAN - CAN'T BUY A THRILL
--------- COUNTDOWN TO ECSTASY
--------- PRETZEL LOGIC
--------- KATY LIED
--------- THE ROYAL SCAM
--------- AJA
--------- GAUCHO
--------- TWO AGAINST NATURE
MIKE STERN - UPSIDE DOWNSIDE
--------- ODDS & EVENS
--------- GIVE AND TAKE
CAT STEVENS - TEA FOR THE TILLERMAN    (MFSL)
--------- CLASSICS
STING - NOTHING LIKE THE SUN
-------- BRING ON THE NIGHT    (2 CDS)
SONNY STITT - ONLY THE BLUES
TAJ MAHAL - HAPPY JUST TO BE LIKE I AM    (MFSL)
--------- GIANT STEP/DE OLE FOLKS AT HOME
--------- TAJ'S BLUES
--------- SHAKE SUGAREE
--------- MULE BONE
--------- LIKE NEVER BEFORE
--------- DANCING THE BLUES
--------- PHANTOM BLUES
--------- SENOR BLUES
--------- AN EVENING OF ACOUSTIC MUSIC
--------- w/TOUMANI DIABATE : KULANJAN
TALKING HEADS - REMAIN IN LIGHT
--------- SPEAKING IN TONGUES
--------- STOP MAKING SENSE
TEN YEARS AFTER - SSSSH
---------- A SPACE IN TIME
---------- CRICKLEWOOD GREEN
CLARK TERRY - CLARK TERRY
SONNY TERRY & BROWNIE MCGHEE - BACK TO NEW ORLEANS
---------- CALIFORNIA BLUES
THE THE - MIND BOMB
BEN THOMAS - THE MYSTAGOGUE
LINDA THOMPSON - DREAMS FLY AWAY - THE HISTORY OF    (2 CDS)
RICHARD AND LINDA THOMPSON - SHOOT OUT THE LIGHTS
RICHARD THOMPSON - SMALL TOWN ROMANCE
--------- RUMOR AND SIGH
--------- MIRROR BLUE
--------- YOU? ME? US?    (2 CDS)
--------- WATCHING THE DARK - THE HISTORY OF    (3 CDS)
ALI FARKA TOURE - THE SOURCE
----------------- w/ RY COODER : TALKING TIMBUKTU
----------------- NIAFUNKE
----------------- RADIO MALI
TRAFFIC - SMILING PHASES   (2 CDS)
-------- FAR FROM HOME
TRAPEZE - MEDUSA
TREAT HER RIGHT - TIED TO THE TRACKS
----------------- WHAT'S GOOD FOR YOU
----------------- THE ANTHOLOGY 1985-1990
ROBIN TROWER - BRIDGE OF SIGHS
----------------- THE ESSENTIAL ROBIN TROWER
TUCK AND PATTI - LOVE WARRIORS
----------------- LEARNING HOW TO FLY
JETHRO TULL - STAND UP
UB40 - THE BEST OF   (VOL.2)
STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN - GREATEST HITS
----------------- REAL DEAL : GREATEST HITS v.2
----------------- LIVE AT CARNEGIE HALL
TOM WAITS - THE EARLY YEARS
-------- HEART OF SATURDAY NIGHT
-------- NIGHTHAWKS AT THE DINER
-------- SMALL CHANGE
-------- FOREIGN AFFAIRS
-------- BLUE VALENTINE
-------- SWORDFISHTROMBONES
-------- BONE MACHINE
-------- BEAUTIFUL MALADIES - THE ISLAND YEARS
-------- THE MULE VARIATIONS
T-BONE WALKER - COMPLETE IMPERIAL RECORDINGS 1950-54   (2 CDS)
FATS WALLER - PORTRAIT OF FATS WALLER
MUDDY WATERS - FOLK SINGER   (MFSL)
-------- THE LONDON SESSIONS
-------- HOOCHIE COOCHIE MAN
-------- FATHERS AND SONS
-------- MASTER OF THE BLUES
DINAH WASHINGTON - DINAH’S BLUES
WEATHER REPORT - THIS IS JAZZ SERIES: WEATHER REPORT
-------- THIS IS JAZZ SERIES: THE JACO YEARS
-------- BLACK MARKET
-------- THIS IS THIS
BEN WEBSTER - SOULVILLE
RANDY WESTON - SPIRITS OF OUR ANCESTORS   (2 CDS)
CHRIS WHITLEY - POISON GIRL   ("LIVING ROOM" DEMOS)
-------- LIVING WITH THE LAW
-------- DIN OF ECSTASY
-------- TERRA INCognITA
-------- DIRT FLOOR
-------- LIVE AT MARTYRS
THE WHO - LIVE AT LEEDS
-------- WHO'S NEXT
WIDESPREAD PANIC - WIDESPREAD PANIC
HANK WILLIAMS - THE COMPLETE HANK WILLIAMS   (10 CDS)
BIG JOE WILLIAMS (& FRIENDS) - HAVE MERCY!
JOE WILLIAMS - NOTHIN BUT THE BLUES
----------------- EVERY DAY - BEST OF THE VERVE YEARS   (2 CDS)